
 

 

Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of  
Galactic Hotdogs: Cosmoe’s Wiener Getaway 
By Max Brallier and Rachel MaGuire 
 
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids 
members. 
 
 

Emily Lonsdale, age 9 

Fabulous book, full of fun and 

excitement.  

I loved this book which about three 

main characters Cosmoe, an alien 

called Humphrey and Princess Dager. 

I liked it because it was very easy to 

read, it had lots of pictures and 

cartoons and lots of action and you 

didn't know what was coming next. 

My favourite bits were the fighting bits.  

I would recommend this to anyone who 

loves action books but doesn't want 

pages and pages of writing as it’s 

broken up nicely with pictures and is 

quick to read alone. 

 

Ross Dawson, age 11 

If you are a big fan of comic 

strips, then you will love this book, because virtually every page is 

full of amazing illustrations!  

Most boys on Earth can only dream of the cosmic adventures that Cosmoe has 

in this story. He's the lucky one though, because he got to go to space and not 

return... This book is chock full of cool illustrations and it also has a great 

storyline. I particularly enjoyed reading the F.R.E.D. facts, as they helped me to 

understand more of what was happening as the story unfolded. After all, we 

Earth boys aren't experts in the workings of the universe! I'm going to 

recommend we get a copy of this story in our school library and I can imagine 



 

 

there will be a long waiting list for it when word gets out about how much fun it 

is to read. 

 

Tomasz Hawryszczuk, age 9 

This book is awesome. I would read it over and over again. If you 

like ‘Captain Underpants’ and comic strip books, you will probably 

love this!  

I read this book over a couple of days as I couldn't put it down. This is one of the 

best books I have read this year. It's awesome! There are lots of funny 

illustrations and things to look at on most pages. If you like space adventure 

and ‘Captain Underpants’, then this is the book for you. I am reading it again as 

it was so good. Cosmoe has a best friend called Humphree who is also as crazy 

as Cosmoe. This was space adventure at its very best and I can't wait for book 

number 2! 

 

Rohan Delamere, age 9 ½ 

A quick fun and adventurous read-and a little bit crazy!!!!  

I enjoyed this book because it's got a VERY fun plot! 

This is a really funny book about an earth kid called Cosmoe trying to win a 

food competition but when his prize hot dog is stolen he makes friends with the 

thief and things start to get crazy… 

I'd give this book 9/10 and recommend it for ages 7+ both boys and girls. 

 

Jordon Poet, Age 11 

Blenheim Primary School 

I really enjoyed this book.  My favourite was Cosmoe because he 

went on cool adventures with his robot friend and it brightened up 

my holiday. 

 

Alice East, age 10 

Join Cosmoe and Humphree on a heart stopping adventure in the 

middle of the Galaxy.  Cosmoe and Humphree are making a huge hot 

dog the size of a jeep to enter the biggest food contest in the Universe.  



 

 

Cosmoe and Humphree have the time of their life exploring the galaxy until they 

find a piece of a map that leads to the ultimate evil.  Together they have to stop 

evil spacemen from getting the map and releasing the ultimate evil. 

 

This book was very funny, it made me laugh a lot.  There were lots of interesting 

well drawn illustrations and comic strips.  For people who like ‘Tom Gates’ book 

this is the book for you.  This book was very descriptive in the action scenes. 

I would recommend this book to children who like ‘I am not a loser’ and ‘Tom 

Gates’ books. 

 

Sam Harper, age 11 

Totally unique and hilarious, I devoured it in a couple of hours and 

was completely glued from the first page to the last. It’s one of the 

funniest adventures I’ve ever read.  

Galactic Hot Dogs – Cosmoe’s Wiener Getaway is one of the funniest adventures 

I’ve ever read. It’s the story of Cosmoe, a boy from earth, who sells hot dogs in 

space with the help of his retired-space-pirate partner, Humphree. The friends 

enter a cook-off run by the evil Queen Dagger to make the best food in the 

galaxy and they are sure that their giant hot dog, The Mega-Dog, will win. 

However things don’t go well for them as Princess Dagger steals the hot dog 

and can only be stopped by Cosmoe’s buddy Goober, a small creature which 

lives on Cosmoe’s wrist. When the princess is found on board their ship, they are 

blamed for kidnapping her but their adventure has only just begun. They find 

themselves battling zombies, wrestling worms and coming face to face with The 

Ultimate Evil. Will they make it through alive and can the Mega-Dog survive in 

one piece? 

I devoured this book in a couple of hours and was completely glued from the 

first page to the last. The comic book style is fantastic, I loved the references to 

Star Wars and the character stats were brilliant. A totally unique and hilarious 

escapade. I can’t wait for the next in the series. 

 

Marcus Chatfield, age 10 

I felt as if these adventures were happening to me!  

If you like hot dogs, adventures and space travel you will like this book and if 

you have enjoyed ‘Tom Gates’ books you will probably enjoy this book as it's 



 

 

written and illustrated in a similar way. 

When I first opened ‘Galactic Hot Dogs’ it felt like I was on a journey into space. 

I felt like the adventures were happening to me! I wondered what the Ultimate 

Evil Monster felt like when the hot, hot, original sauce hit his heart. 

My favourite part of this book is the video game Apocalypse. What I did not like 

about the book is it's basically got nothing to do with hotdogs! I would rate this 

book 4.5/5 because I love the way it is presented. I would recommend it to 

children aged 7-12. 

 

Cara Anderson, age 10  

‘Galactic Hotdogs’ is a very good book! It is very exciting, especially 

when princess dagger gives the map- o- sphere to her evil mother queen dagger, 

and Cosmoe and Humphrey thought she had gone back to her evil mother’s side 

but they were wrong because she actually saved him! 

I defiantly recommend it to any one especially if you like comics it isn't a comic 

but it's a bit like one. 

 

Alexander Bisland, age 9 

This is the abridged version of my book review! :)  

In the far future there is an alien called Humphree and his best friend Cosmoe 

the Earth-Boy.  

Humphree and Cosmoe are making a mega weiner which is the size of a jeep. 

They have made it for the Intragalactic Food Truck Cook-OFF which is a festival 

where everyone makes something to eat the QUEEN will judge it. It is a large 

competition but Cosmoe thinks he will still win it with his wiener... Until, 

someone takes his mega weiner.... 

Cosmoe has a rubbery elastic blob that is forever wrapped around his arm and 

can’t leave or he will die. His name is Goober and he can turn into things. 

Goober lassoes the weiner thief. That’s when they realise that they have just 

lassoed the evil Princess Dagger. They quickly escape in their ship, the Neon 

Wiener. But then, they realise that Princess Dagger is on board and that the 

Royal Navy are after them.  

Soon the whole Armada (the Queen’s ship) is after them.  The Queen sends a jet 

to unkidnap her daughter but the Princess doesn’t want to go so she attacks and 

kills the Jacks (they are the robots in the Navy) and has a big temper tantrum so 



 

 

Cosmoe lets her stay. They fly past the Navy and Armada to safety on the 

Interstellar Highway. NOT! Again, the Queen sends a message to all the ships to 

unkidnap her daughter but after a bumpy ride the Princess saves Cosmoe and 

Humphree with a weiner surprise.  

Cosmoe, Humphree and the Princess’s adventure continues with 

THE LOST TRIANGLE, ZOMBIE SPACE PIRATES and the ULTIMATE 

EVIL... 

Can the Queen stop them?  

Does the Queen get her daughter back?  

If you are intrigued and want to know more, you’ll need to read the 

book!  

I really enjoyed this book and all the comics in it.  

I recommend this book to 8+ comic and adventure lovers.  

I give it 6 out 5 stars. ****** 


